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Lasse Holmberg Josephsen Jim Goad
"I summed him up with just one paragraph and I guess he doesn't like to be
defined like that."

Can someone please find that sentence, because I sure can't.
Like · Comment · Unfollow Post · Friday

Mike J. Lopez likes this.

Matty Boy Anderson Poor baby got a nasty case of the
Troll's Remorse and pulled the same "I was drunk" excuse as
teenage cunts who miss a period.
Friday at 5:22pm · Like ·  1

Lasse Holmberg Josephsen www.liveleak.com/
view?i=e5e_1218144593
Friday at 5:22pm · Like ·  1

Richard Campos Must have been the bit about putting a
creative twist on the things Donald Rumsfeld might say.
Yeeep...you've got to get up prettty early in the morning to
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Friday at 5:24pm via mobile · Like

Jim Goad Nice Mongolian-idiot move saying that "libertarian"
(which I've never claimed to be but which is commonly
understood as anti-government) in its "extreme" form
somehow becomes the very pro-government "fascist." This
tool doesn't understand anything about politics that he didn't
read off a CD case.
Friday at 5:27pm · Like

Matty Boy Anderson That "comedy" is so "underground" it's
compost. I've endured four minutes thus far and haven't
parsed anything resembling a "joke" or "funny". Plus that bit
with the scraggly chick was staged as hell.
Friday at 5:28pm · Like

Lasse Holmberg Josephsen It doesn't look like he's too
popular at Stanhope's forum either. There's even a thread
called "james inman is an administrator on a gay pedophile
forum."
Friday at 5:29pm · Like ·  1

Matty Boy Anderson So, yet another Professional Glutton For
Punishment 'rears its ugly head' here. This guy's stand-up is
so vague and non-compelling it makes Dane Cook look like
Richard Pryor. It's sad as fuck every time one of these guys
shows up like "Hey ...See More
Friday at 5:36pm · Like ·  1

Nathan Lowery I'm still wondering how this guy is
considered a comedian.
Friday at 5:40pm · Like ·  1

Lasse Holmberg Josephsen Some other thread names from
Stanhope's forum:

"Hey Inman, Tell Us About Your Daughter"
"INMAN MADE A PORNO!!!"
"FUCK JAMES INMAN"
"pull to ban jamesinaman"
"Pick on Inman..."
Friday at 5:45pm · Like

Jim Goad I've never known Doug to be anything but
honorable and a bounteous sharer of drugs. Some real
peaches wind up clinging to him, though. I feel and
understand his pain.
Friday at 5:47pm · Like ·  1

Nick Grunerud The Unbookables documentary is worth
watching to see that guy...kind of lose it.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fS3xRjSaaZs
Saturday at 2:40am · Like

Jim Goad But don't you see? It's THE SYSTEM that's
fucked-up, not him.
Saturday at 5:47am · Like

Jim Goad He steals some crippled chick's Vicodin while on
tour...but it's the GREEDY CAPITALIST PIGS who are Chat
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everything that's wrong with OWS.
Saturday at 6:28am · Like

Jim Goad http://www.jimgoad.net/images/inmantorso.jpg

http://www.jimgoad.net/images/
inmantorso.jpg
www.jimgoad.net

Saturday at 6:39am · Like ·  3 · Remove Preview

David Davidson But the crippled chick was fat with gout so
that makes it funny. When stealing narcotics from
unsuspecting females, make sure they're overweight and
needy so you can make sport of them on public phone calls
around your mates. A barrel of laughs, those guys.
Saturday at 6:45am · Like

Lasse Holmberg Josephsen Oh God, this is just cruel.

www.jimgoad.net

I love it!
Saturday at 6:54am · Like ·  1

Jim Goad Hey, check out his avatar on that group. He's
against George W. Bush. Whatta fucking radical! I'm sure
being against Bush, or "Republicans," or "Jesus," will get you
banned from a lot of comedy clubs. Whatta risk-taker!
Saturday at 9:11am · Like

CJ Price Maybe it's just something about this time of year?
This is feeling like deja-Ames all over again.
Saturday at 2:54pm · Like ·  1

Lasse Holmberg Josephsen Inman have now seen the
picture on Jim's website. This is his response:

http://img718.imageshack.us/img718/1812/roflbotrd.jpg

He has to be the most unfunny comedian in the world.
Yesterday at 6:48am · Like ·  2

Jim Goad I didn't realize he was born with a "right" to
socialize with me. Or maybe like most prog zombies, he never
heard of "freedom of association."
Yesterday at 7:43am · Like

Jim Goad "There's just something about Inman that makes
you wanna push him down the stairs, then help him back to
the top so you can do it again."

—Doug Stanhope via email
Yesterday at 8:06am · Like ·  2

Lasse Holmberg Josephsen When you're James Inman, you
don't have to worry about such things as logic and sense.
Here's from Stanhope's forum:

Chat
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Inman: Not e...See More
Yesterday at 8:19am · Like

Jim Goad Who's being bossy? Who's insisting on some
imaginary "right" to crash someone else's party?
Yesterday at 8:21am · Like

Lasse Holmberg Josephsen And then he drops this non
sequitur:

"You would think he would at least have one fucking story on
9-11."
Yesterday at 8:28am · Like

Jim Goad "Not everything has to make sense." Wow. That
sums it up.
Yesterday at 8:35am · Like

Ameer M. J. Mustafa Oh, Christ, Inman made a macro of
you? Now he's stooping to *chan humor.

If he wants to be taken as a serious logician (which I doubt,
considering it's not exactly his vocation), then he would never
present anecdotal evidence ("people I've met") as a
counterargument. Furthermore, aren't personal lives...forget
it. Inman's claims are too self-defeating for a response.
Yesterday at 8:41am · Like

Roger Sutherland If you apply his logic to a different topic, I
doubt he will stand by it:

"Not everything has to make sense Definition Boy. It's just
been my experience that a lot of niggaz that I've known have
been dumb, violent, dangerous criminals in their personal
life. So it's the same fucking thing in my book."
Yesterday at 8:57am · Like

Jim Goad I've made slight modifications to the jimgoad.net
home page.
Yesterday at 9:09am · Like

Jim Goad I like how he acts as if it's a character flaw to try
and make sense when you speak. Maybe he IS funnier than I
thought.
Yesterday at 9:11am · Like ·  1

Lasse Holmberg Josephsen Oh yes! It'll be fun to lurk in the
Stanhope forum now!
Yesterday at 9:15am · Like

Lasse Holmberg Josephsen So far, he's called people "Mr.
Literal Dictionary" and "Definition Boy."

He's not too fond of intellect.
Yesterday at 10:34am · Like

Chat
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Yesterday at 10:41am · Like

Shannon Willis I have no idea who this person is but to me
he appears, like far too many these days, to revel in the
comfortable buffer of cyberspace where he can practice his
internet bravado. Of course, in the real world, he would run
like a striped ass baboon before uttering such things to our
humble hosts face.
23 hours ago · Like ·  3

Jim Goad Someone telling me, "You must watch Fox News" is
like a Christian telling an atheist, "You must read the Koran."
23 hours ago · Like ·  4

Write a comment...
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